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1

Introduction

This document provides a quick guide to AlineaSol's WorkFlow Manager (AlineaSol WFM) module
for SugarCRM. Both the community and enterprise editions are documented in this document. The
main differences are described in the next chapter .
AlineaSol WFM has been designed for SugarCRM community edition 6.5.x (but it should work with
all SugarCRM flavors and versions, just not tested; it is also compatible with SuiteCRM). As with all
the AlineaSol SolCRM modules, MySQL is required as database.
The goal of AlineaSol WFM is to provide easy to use, though powerful tools to set-up automated
workflow processes within SugarCRM.
Functionally, AlineaSol WFM offers the possibility to execute certain tasks (from now on wfm-tasks)
when events (from now on wfm-events) occur within SugarCRM. A basic example would be to send
a notification (email) to a group of users when e.g. a new deal has been won. However, AlineaSol
WFM supports considerably more complex scenarios.
With the WFM, you can define your own workflows in order to control most of SugarCRM events.
You can control the creation and modification of SugarCRM objects (Accounts, Opportunities, etc).
Also, you can trigger processes based on scheduled events. These processes can regularly scan
your SugaCRM database and based on certain values that you define yourself, take action.
AlineaSol WFM also support conditions that are needed to apply before a wfm-task is executed.
For instance: You want to receive an email if an opportunity is created, but only if this opportunity
has an amount more than 300$.
The WFM can create SugarCRM objects. For example: If an account is created, you want the WFM
to create a SugarCRM call, so you can talk with this new customer when you like.
With the WFM, you can send emails (from SugarCRM email templates). Besides, you can insert
wfm-variables to this email template, so the text within the email is not static but dynamic. For
example: you wish that every time a contact is created, the WFM will send you an email with the
name and office-phone of this new contact.
You can also create a wfm-task that executes your own php-custom code. With this wfm-task you
can perform almost any operation you like.
[Enterprise only] You can scan your SugarCRM database with the WFM community edition. But
with the WFM enterprise edition you can scan any database you have access to, you just need to
define the proper sugar_configs. This is extremely useful when your overall solution depends not
only on SugarCRM, but also on other applications with their own database.
[Enterprise only] Using the WFM enterprise edition, you can record what users do login and logout
to your SugarCRM installation. This is an application that is bundled along with WFM enterprise
edition.
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2

Main differences between Community and Enterprise editions

The following table shows the main differences in WFM 5.X.

Comparison packages
WFM Community
Variable generator
Global variables
Atomic sub-processes
Access to external databases
Access to workflow library
Access to workflow based
modules

WFM Enterprise
v
v
v
v
v
v

As of March 2016, the following extra elements are included in Enterprise edition:
Library:
 Send email to group when new opportunity in entered
 Create a task when new opportunity is entered
 Send email to group when date is overdue
 Send email to people on their birthday
Wokflow based modules:
 Login Audit
New workflows are being added to the library on a regular basis.
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3

Compatibility and requirements

3.1

Compatibility

3.1.1







3.1.2






3.2

CRM
SugarCRM community 6.4.1
SugarCRM community 6.5.x
SugarCRM enterprise 6.5.x
SugarCRM enterprise 7.5.x
SugarCRM enterprise 7.6.x
SuiteCRM 7.4.x
SuiteCRM 7.5.x
Browsers
Chrome
Firefox
Internet Explorer (Microsoft Edge)
Opera
Safari

Requirements



MySQL database
CRM patch module fix_sugarcrm_self_referencing installed
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4

Installation

AlineaSol WFM can be downloaded at: http://alineasol.com/apps.html.
Note that in addition to the WFM module, you will need the self-referencing patch module. You
can find this in the same download section.
Also, for the WFM to work, two schedulers need to be set-up. This is done automatically by
AlineaSol WFM. See also the “readme” file in the download section.
In order for the schedulers to work, your operating system has to trigger them. See standard
SugarCRM documentation for this or see the WFM “readme” file.
4.1 First time install
If you have never used WFM in your current SugarCRM instance then you need a fresh WFM
installation.
Follow the standard way to load a module in SugarCRM:
1) Download AlineaSol WFM module zip to your PC
2) Login as a SugarCRM admin user
3) Goto “Admin”
4) Select “Module Loader”
5) Select AlineaSol WFM, and upload
6) Install the module
7) Confirm data
The WFM will modify the following files:




“[sugarcrm_installation_path]/include/MVC/Controller/entry_point_registry.php” in order
to add the entry_points used by the WFM. These are:
◦

wfm_engine

◦

wfm_export_workflows

◦

wfm_layout

◦

wfm_flowChart

◦

wfm_flowChartActions

◦

wfm_scheduled_task

◦

wfm_variable_generator

“[sugarcrm_installation_path]/custom/modules/[module]/logic_hooks.php” in order to tell
the WFM what modules you want the WFM to listen to. The text added looks like this:
$hook_array['after_save'][] = Array(2, "wfm_hook", "custom/include/wfm_hook.php",

"wfm_hook_process", "execute_process");

The file logic_hooks.php will be modified for all modules. You may change what modules
the WFM listen to with the WFM rebuild-logic_hooks facility (accessible though the admin
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section in Sugar).
4.2 Update to new version
First, you need to uninstall the WFM.
There are two options:
a) Remove Tables
 You will loose your workflows.
b) Do Not Remove Tables
 Your workflows remain in database.
Recommended procedure:
1) Uninstall older version but Do Not Remove Tables.
2) Install new version of WFM.
Between a WFM version and another one, the WFM database tables structure may have been
changed. If you do not remove tables and install a new version of WFM then a database upgrade
script will be executed resulting in your workflows from the old version being compatible with the
new version of WFM.
During uninstall, the system will recover the original SugarCRM files (entry_point_registry.php, etc)
and leave the system as before the first install.
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5

Basic concepts

Although AlineaSol WFM is inspired by BPMN (see: http://www.bpmn.org/), trying to map the BPMN
concepts directly into SugarCRM would be a “Don Quixote” task. Therefore, we have chosen to
follow a more pragmatic approach, taking into consideration SugarCRM architecture, and typical
users needs, but with clear links to BPMN.
AlineaSol WFM introduces the following entities:
WFM-Process
WFM-Event
WFM-Activity
WFM-Task

A wfm-process is the definition of an automated workflow.
A wfm-event triggers the execution of its wfm-process.
A wfm-process consist of wfm-activities that are performed as part of the
defined workflow.
Within each wfm-activity, a list of wfm-tasks can be defined.

Note: In this document, a “wfm-task” will be related to “wfm-process's tasks”. “SugarCRM tasks”
will be used when referring to the standard SugarCRM's built-in tasks.
A wfm-process consists of multiple wfm-activities that are linked with each-other. Within each
wfm-activity a series of wfm-tasks are defined. The sequence of the wfm-task within a wfm-activity
determines the order in which it is executed.
In order to execute your workflows the WFM uses its wfm-engine. The wfm-engine is a state
machine, this state machine needs to use database tables in order to remember in what tasks it is
executing within a workflow.
The database tables of this working-memory are:
WFM-ProcessInstances When a wfm-process is instantiated (by the trigger of a wfm-event), a
wfm-process_instance is created.
WFM-WorkingNodes
A wfm-working_node is a pointer to the wfm-activity that is being
executed. As long as there is only one branch in the workflow there will
be only one wfm-working_node for the given wfm-process_instance. If a
wfm-activity branches out into multiple wfm-activities (next-activities),
multiple wfm-working_nodes will be created.
WFM-OnHold
When you define a workflow, if the previous wfm-task is a create_object
and the object is a SugarCRM task or a SugarCRM call and the current
wfm-task has a delay_type=wait_on_finish_previous_task then WFM will
wait until the SugarCRM task is completed or the SugarCRM call is held
(SugarCRM task/call is closed). WFM needs to store in the table wfmon_hold the necessary information in order to perform this wait.
Communication between wfm-process_instances can take place in several ways:


A wfm-process can manipulate an object which may result indirectly in another wfmprocess being triggered (creation of a wfm-process_instance).



A wfm-process can call a sub-wfm-process.



A wfm-process with a wfm-event of type=intermediate/cancel may add wfm-
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working_nodes to already created wfm-process_instances.
Two examples of Workflow schematics that can be implemented with AlineaSol WFM are depicted
below. The graphical representation is used to explain the concepts. This representation is a builtin WFM facility, so-called WorkFlow Editor (WFE); you may use this WFE in order to view/edit your
own workflows.
Example 1: trigger_type=logic_hook. Serial execution of 3 wfm-activities.

Example 2: trigger_type=scheduled. Includes both wfm-activities and wfm-task with delays
(“clock” icon), as well as 2 wfm-events pointing to the same wfm-activity (event-duplicity). Also,
there is a wfm-activity with a condition (“question” icon). See corresponding section for more info
about WFE elements.
In the following section the various elements are described in more detail.
5.1 WFM-Process
WFM-Process's EditView:

WFM-Process's fields:


Name



Status
Status
Active

Symbol Description
WFM instantiates processes.
WFM does not instanciate processes. But it will execute processes already
Inactive
instanciated and stored in database.


Async
Async
Description
(Asynchronous)
Yes
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wfm-events trigger_type=logic_hook will use cURL in order to execute
the WorkFlow, this means that the WFM will be executed in an
independent php-script-instance from sugarcrm (sugarcrm is executed in
one php-process and WFM is executed in another php-process, so in case
WFM execution throws an issue, this issue will not affect sugarcrm
execution).
No

Synchronous execution.
wfm-events trigger_type=logic_hook will NOT use cURL: both WFM and
sugarcrm are executed in the same php-process, this means that the
WFM will execute the WorkFlow before the user gets the sugarcrm
response in his browser. Example: if you have defined a WorkFlow that
modifies an object when this object is modified by the user (wfm-event
on_modify, wfm-task modify_object) then you need to NOT use cURL in
order to show to the user the sugarcrm response with the changes done
by the WFM.
In case a php-error is thrown by WFM (Ex: the user has defined a wfmtask php_custom that uses a php-function that is not defined), the WFM
will handle this error (the browser will be redirected to the current object
adding the following text '&_________WFM_phpError_________' to the
url, instead of showing a blank page).



Description



Use Database
External non CRM databases (the databases access must be configured in an array within
config_override.php file): $sugar_config['WFM_AlternativeDbConnections']



Module
This is the trigger module for the Workflow.
When modifying a wfm-process you can not change the module because of security
measures.
Example 1: If you create a wfm-process with a specific module and then you create a wfmtask of type=modify_object. Note that a field that you want the WFM to modify for the
first module could not exist for the second module.
Example 2: If you define a condition(wfm-event/wfm-activity) for a module, this could not
work if you change the module (because the field does not exist in this new module).



Audit
Audit Description
Yes

Access to the module's audit-table (Ex: If module=Accounts then
table=accounts_audit. This workflow will not get Account objects [table accounts],
it will get records of the Account's "Change Log" [table accounts_audit]).
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No

Access to the module's table (Ex: If module=Accounts then table=accounts. This
workflow will get Account objects [table accounts]).

5.2 WFM-Event
WFM-Process has a relationship one-to-many (1:n) to WFM-Event. A WFM-Process can relate to
multiple WFM-Events.
A WFM-Event is an “entry-point” to the WFM-Process.
WFM-Event's EditView (view may differ based on trigger_type field):

WFM-Event's fields:


Name



Description



Trigger Type
Trigger Type Symbol Description
[Available if process->audit=false] Event triggered by the manipulation
Logic Hook
(create, modify, delete) of objects. One object at the same time.
Event triggered by scheduled-tasks (cron). If the scheduled query
Scheduled
returns more than one object, the workflow will process all the
objects.
Subprocess
Event triggered by other process (with the task call_process).
Subprocess
Event triggered by other subprocess(with the task call_process).
local
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EditView if trigger_type=logic_hook:

As you can see, when trigger_type=logic_hook, the Triggering Panel and the Event Condition Panel
are shown.
WFM-Event's fields (when trigger_type=logic_hook, {we will not explain fields already quoted}):


Type
Type

Description
It will be triggered only if this WorkFlow has not been instanciated yet
(by means of a start-event). If this wfm-event is triggered, WFM will
create a wfm-working_node of type=initialize; this wfm-working_node is
used to store global-variables. This allows communication between
[Enterprise only]
workflow-instances. In order to keep the global-variables alive, you must
Initialize
set a delay in a wfm-task after initializing your global-variables. As long as
there are another wfm-working_nodes that belong to the same
WorkFlow-Definition(maybe from several WorkFlow-Instances), the wfmworking_node of type=initialize will not be deleted from database.
Triggers the starting point of a process. It initiates a process instance.
Start
This type of event is normally used “on creation” of an entity (e.g. an
opportunity).
Event that may influence its process when already running. i.e. it is only
applicable to process-instances.
Intermediate
This type of event is normally used when you want to change something
in an already instantiated workflow. E.g. when the field of an opportunity
is modified.
The cancel event is a specific type of Intermediate Event. This is the event
Cancel
that should be used when the modeller wants to cancel/end the processinstance.
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Trigger Event
Trigger Event
On Create
On Modify

Symbol Description
Triggered when creating an object.
Triggered when modifying an object.
Triggered when modifying an object before saving it to database
On
Modify
(so you can make choices and take actions before saving the
Before Save
object into the database).
On Delete
Triggered when deleting an object (before saving it to database).
[Enterprise

Login

only]

[Enterprise only]

Logout

[Enterprise only]

Login Failed
On Submit
On Init

After Submit
Before Submit


Only for Users module. Triggered when the user do a login.
Only for Users module. Triggered when the user do a logout.
Only for Users module. Triggered when the user do a
login_failed.
Only for data_source=form. Triggered when the user submits the
form.
Only for data_source=form. Triggered when the user loads the
form.
Only for data_source=form. Triggered after the submit operation
is done in the server.
Only for data_source=form. Triggered before the submit
operation is done in the server.

Module Fields
There are four types of fields:
1. (Standard Module) Fields
2. Custom-Fields
3. Related-Fields
4. Related-Custom-Fields.
In order to add a Field or a Custom-Field, you need to click on the field you want to add
and then click the button "Add Fields".
In order to add a Related-Field or a Related-Custom-Field you need to click on the RelatedField_Link(it is blue) and then click "Show Related" (or double-click over the RelatedField_Link). The Related-Field and the Related-Custom-Fields will appear. Finally, you have
to click on the actual related field and click "Add Related Fields".



Conditions
- You can make logical operations with the conditions.
--> If you do not select a logical-operator for the condition, WFM will assume it is a logicalAND by default.
- You can use logical operations with the conditions
-->e.g.
Logical
Database
Operator First Parameter
Op.
Field
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( OR
)

fieldName1
filedName2

Equals
Equals

test1
test2

----> this will result in :-> if ( (fieldName1=='test1') OR (fieldName2=='test2') ) then
appliesCondition
- Internationalization(language-labels) of conditions(module_fields)
-->To enable this functionality -> config_override:
$sugar_config["asolWFM_TranslateLabels"] = false;
Otherwise, the names of the database fields will appear.
- "Check"
--> You can check the condition on "New Value"(the object´s data already modified) or
"Old Value"(the object´s data not modified yet).
--> You also can use "Changed" if you want the condition to be true when this specific field
has changed due to the triggering action.
- "Database Field"
--> If you add a condition from a related_field, notice the following situation:
-----> If you add conditions from assigned_user_id, created_by, modified_user_id, the
condition will apply to the related_module Users(Users.address_country); and you can
not see where this condition came from => If you hover over the condition_name
you will see where the condition came from.
When you need to define some condition that is not built-in in the condition panel, you
can try to define this condition through the "Functions" by means of sql.
Example: Get objects modified in last 30 minutes
IF (CONCAT_WS(" ", CURDATE(), CURTIME()) <= CONCAT(DATE_ADD(${bean->date},
INTERVAL 30 MINUTE), SUBSTRING(${this}, 0, 0)), 1, 0)
Use the above sql in a condition over a field and use equals 1.
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EditView if trigger_type=scheduled:

Similarly, when trigger_type=scheduled, the Triggering Panel and the Event Condition Panel are
shown.
WFM-Event's fields (when trigger_type=scheduled, {we will not explain fields already quoted}):


Scheduled Type
Scheduled Type Symbol Description
The objects are executed sequentially. This means that a wfmactivity is executed object by object before the flow gets to the
next_activity. If n objects apply the conditions then 1 processinstance will be created, managing n objects. Note that if you
Sequential
define a wfm-task with delay, each object will wait for that delay;
example: if a wfm-activity has only one wfm-task with a 2
minutes delay and there are 10 objects, the flow execution will
last (2 minutes * 10 objects)=20 minutes.
The objects are executed in different process-instances, so their
Parallel
executions are independent. If n objects apply for the conditions
then there are n process-instances each managing 1 object.



Scheduled Tasks
WFM can automatically execute a scheduled-task.
Example: If you want that every day a 1 a.m. is instantiated a wfm-process, just pick
Execution_Range=Daily and Time_Value=01:00
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EditView if trigger_type=subprocess:

When trigger_type=subprocess, the Triggering Panel and the Event Condition Panel are not shown.


Subprocess Type
Subprocess Type Symbol Description
This results in an atomic execution of the subprocess. I.e. if
multiple instances of a process are executing, this ensures that
only one process at a time is executing this logic. Concurrent
Sequential
subprocess-instances are executed sequentially. This means that
there are no conflicts if global-variables are read/modified by
several subprocess-instances.
Subprocess can be executed in parallel by multiple process
instances. Concurrent subprocess-instances are executed in
Parallel
parallel. This means that it could throw some conflicts if globalvariables are read/modified by several subprocess-instances.

5.3 WFM-Activity
WFM-Event has a relationship many-to-many (m:n) to WFM-Activity. A WFM-Event can relate to
multiple WFM-Activity and viceversa.
Besides, WFM-Activity has a relationship one-to-many (1:n) to WFM-Activity, it is a
self_referencing-module relationship. A WFM-Activity can relate to multiple WFM-Activities.
WFM-Activity's Editview:
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WFM-Activity's fields ({we will not explain fields already quoted}):



Type
Type
[Futurable] For each in relation
Foreach In Group



Description
Only one object.
Several objects.

Delay
You can choose 'x' → minutes, hours, days, weeks, months.



Custom Variables
1) You can access to global-custom_variables:
a) trigger_type=scheduled
 num_objects,
 iter_object(starting with 0);
b) trigger_type=logic_hook
 num_objects(always 1)
 iter_object(always 0)
 bean_ungreedy_count (if a wfm-process triggers the execution of the same/another
wfm-process => bean_ungreedy_count++). This wfm-variable is used to limit the
impact of “loops”.
 server
 request
 trigger_event
 current_user
 env
 modified_new_bean
 object_id (from create_object)
 object_module (from create_object)
 created_object
2) You can define your own custom_variables with the wfm-task add_custom_variables or
the wfm-task php_custom, and then use this custom_variable as a condition.
Example 1: trigger_type=scheduled, scheduled_type=sequential; you want this wfm-event
to give you all the Opportunities with sales_stage=closed_lost, and you want to send an
email if the sum of the amounts of these Opportunities is more than x amount. So you
need to define a custom_variable(in wfm-task) that is going to sum all the
amounts(amount_total = amount_total + current_amount), and then define a condition
about this custom_variable (amount_total > x).
Example 2: You do not want to execute anything if the num_objects of Opportunities is
more than 1000 objects -> add condition (num_objects < 1000).
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WFM-Activity's DetailView:

As you can see in the figure above, you can (re)order all wfm-tasks at once by clicking on the
“Order Tasks” button.
5.4 WFM-Task
WFM-Activity has a relationship one-to-many (1:n) to WFM-Task. A WFM-Activity can relate to
multiple WFM-Tasks.
WFM-Task's EditView:

WFM-Task's fields ({we will not explain fields already quoted}):


Delay Type
Delay Type Description
No Delay
WFM does not wait, it executes the task immediately.
On Creation WFM waits. Timebase = date_entered of the object that instanciated the
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process.
On
WFM waits. Timebase = date_modified of the object that instanciated the
Modification process.
On Finish
WFM waits. Timebase = when the previous task is finished. If the previous
Previous Task task is a create_object and the object is a sugar-task or a sugar-call, WFM will
wait until the task is completed or the call is held (task/call is closed).
WFM
waits.
Timebase
=
input-field
(Examples:
$
{current_datetime_db_format}, ${bean->datetime}, ${bean->start}, ${bean>end}, 2017-06-01 12:15). This delay_type allows you to wake up the WFM
on an absolute datetime (instead of a relative datetime). In the input-field
On Date
you must write a database-formatted datetime in GMT time-zone (wfmvariables of type datetime apply this condition, so you can use them). You can
add/substract an offset to this datetime (Example: You want to send an email
10 minutes before a Meeting is going to start).


Date
The wfm-task will be awoken from its delay on this datetime.



Order
Order of execution of this wfm-task within the wfm-task list that belongs to the
activity.



wfm-

Task Type
Task Type Symbol Description
There are 4 tabs(Summary,TO,CC,BCC). In the Summary-tab you can
choose an EmailTemplate, and a From-EmailAddress; also you can see
the TO,CC,BCC info. In the other three tabs you can set the
destination-EmailAddresses. There are three ways:
Send Email
1) Users (select the users you want to send an email to).
2) Roles (select the roles you want to send an email to, i.e, to the
users with these roles).
3) Distribution List (standard email address separated by “,”).
WFM will execute the php-code you wrote. Be careful with this WFMPHP
task, it will be executed whatever the php-code, you can even delete
Custom
all your files in your hard-disk-drive.
Supportive construct to be used as final task within an activity when
the previous task must end before starting the next activity. This will
Continue
only have a differentiating behavior if the previous created object was
a call or a CRM task.
End
Used to indicate the end of a process. This can result in different
behaviour depending on related parameter.
Terminate Process:
a) Checked -> terminates process-instance, i.e. all active branches
of the process-instance
b)
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Create
Object
Modify
Object

Call
Process

Add
Custom
Variables

Get Objects

[Enterprise
only] Forms

Response

© AlineaSol 2016

Not Checked -> ends branch-execution, but allows process-instance to
continue running.
Creates a new object. All Mandatory fields will automatically appear.
Additional field values can be added and deleted by the user.
[Available if wfm-process->audit=false] Allows to change the trigger
object.
Includes the name of the process and event. You can only call wfmevents of trigger_type=subprocess/subprocess_local.
Field process can handle wfm-variables. This wfm-variable must use
this
format:
";process_id_1;;process_id_2;;process_id_3;...
...;process_id_n;" (do not use the quotes).
Field event can handle wfm-variables.
If field process is empty and field event is not empty then the event
will be executed. If field process is not empty and field event is empty
then all process's events with trigger_type=subprocess will be
executed (events with trigger_type=subprocess_local will not be
executed).
You can call a subprocess with different module than its
parent_process.
Both fields object_module and objects_ids are input parameteres for
the subprocess. If object_module is empty then object_module=$
{bean->module_dir}. If object_ids is empty then object_ids=${bean>id}. If parent_process's object_module is not equals to subprocess's
trigger_module then you must be careful using conditions in the
subprocess, you must only use conditions over custom_variables, you
must not use conditions over fields because fields use subprocess's
trigger_module and the iter_object uses parent_process's
object_module which is not equal (in this case).
You can define variables and then use them in another wfm-task or
wfm-activity(next_activity); the custom_variables are inherited from
wfm-activity to their next_activities.
With this wfm-task you can query the database for objects (like it is
done in wfm-events). It is created the following wfm_custom_variable
${c_var->get_objects->[name]}, this wfm_custom_variable is an Array
('object_module'
=>
$objectModule,
'object_ids'
=>
$object_ids_string). So in order to use this wfm_custom_variable in a
wfm_task call_process you must use this two wfm_variables ${c_var>get_objects->[name]->object_module} and ${c_var->get_objects>[name]->object_ids}
This wfm-task will immediatly quit the WFM's execution.
The WFM will response json-instructions that Forms can understand
and Forms will continue its execution.
The response is: $custom_variables['sys_composite_forms_response']
This custom_variable is made by:
$custom_variables['sys_composite_forms_response']['success']
$custom_variables['sys_composite_forms_response']['messages']
Proprietary
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$custom_variables['sys_composite_forms_response']['actions']
This wfm-task will not quit the WFM execution. (The opposite to
Forms Response)
If
this
wfm-task
is
executed
then
$custom_variables['sys_forms_success']=false (this custom_variables's
default value is 'true')
Each wfm-task 'Forms Error Message' will add messages to
$custom_variables['sys_composite_forms_response']['messages']

[Enterprise
only] Forms

Error
Message



Task Implementation
Task Type

Tips
Variable examples:
${Users->created_by->email1} -> (Ex: trigger_module=Accounts, send email to
the user that has created the Account)
${old_bean->email1}
${bean->email1} -> (Ex: trigger_module=Users/Contacts/Leads, send email to
the email-address defined in the User/Contact/Lead)
Send Email ${old_bean->asol_email_list}
${bean->asol_email_list} -> (Ex: send email to all email-addresses defined in
the trigger-object)
${c_var->server->client_ip}
${c_var->server->REMOTE_ADDR}
${c_var->request->user_name}
${c_var->current_user->is_admin}
You must write the php-tags, within them goes your php-code.
You have access to this php-variables:
$task_id
$alternative_database
$trigger_module
$bean_id
$old_bean
$new_bean
PHP Custom
$custom_variables
$current_user_id
Example:
<?php
$GLOBALS['log']->fatal('Hello World');
?>
This code will prompt a "Hello World" message in your sugarcrm.log file.
Continue
End
Create
© AlineaSol 2016
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Object

Modify
Object

Be careful if you use a wfm-task=create_object and a trigger_event=on_create
and a trigger_module=created_object_module => it will cause an infinite loop
if you do not use conditions to avoid it.
You can use variables (${bean->name}...).
Be
careful
if
you use
a wfm-task=modify_object and
a
trigger_event=on_modify => it will cause an infinite loop if you do not use
conditions to avoid it.
custom_variables are inherited from parent_process to subprocess.

You can use the following wfm-variables in the subprocess:
Call Process ${c_var->parent_process_bean->bean->start} (the parent_process variable $
{bean->start} is equals to the subprocess variable ${c_var>parent_process_bean->bean->start})
${c_var->parent_process_bean->old_bean->start}
Example 1: module=Accounts, field=annual_revenue, trigger_type=scheduled,
scheduled_type=sequential -> you want to sum all the revenues of the
Accounts -> go to functions(click on the wheel) and write [${this}+ ${c_var>annual_revenue_sum}] , annual_revenue_sum is the name of the
custom_variable (you can call it whatever you like). In order to access a
Add Custom
custom_variable -> ${c_var->[custom_variable_name]}
Variables
Example 2: Getting the third link in a custom_variable. Add this code in the
field MySQL ID of a related module being 'OPP1' the related module and
'USER1' the third linked module.
-SELECT USER1.user_name FROM opportunities OPP1 LEFT JOIN users
USER1 ON (OPP1.assigned_user_id=USER1.id) WHERE OPP1.id=${this}
Get Objects
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5.4.1

WFM-Task task_type=send_email

5.4.2

WFM-Task task_type=php_custom

5.4.3

WFM-Task task_type=continue

5.4.4

WFM-Task task_type=end
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5.4.5

WFM-Task task_type=create_object

5.4.6

WFM-Task task_type=modify_object

5.4.7

WFM-Task task_type=call_process
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5.4.8

WFM-Task task_type=add_custom_variables

5.4.9

WFM-Task task_type=forms_error_message

5.4.10 WFM-Task task_type=forms_response

6

Exporting and Importing WorkFlows

6.1 Export WorkFlows
Exporting a workflow: select at least one wfm-process and click on 'Export WFs' or click on 'Export
WF' , WFM will show a save-dialog; then you may choose where you want to store these
workflows.
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6.2 Import WorkFlows
Note: There is a peculiarity when importing a wfm-task of task_type=php_custom. Usually wfmtask are only stored into database when importing a workflow; but with the php_custom wfmtask, the WFM will store the php-script into a disk-file(besides into database). If this disk-file
somehow (maybe due to wrong file permissions) were not created then the workflow will not
work. If this happens, you just need to go to the wfm-task's EditView and save it, this operation will
create the disk-file.
6.2.1 Import WorkFlows without context
This feature clones workflows:
 Clone wfm-entities (new ids).
 wfm-process->status = inactive
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You must choose file and click on 'Import WF':

6.2.2 Import WorkFlows in context
This feature replaces workflows:
 Replace wfm-entities (same ids).

You must choose file and click on 'Import WF':

6.2.3 Import WorkFlows Advanced [Only for admin users]
This feature allows to choose among several options.

Step 1: Check if WorkFlows already exist.

If workflows do not exist:
© AlineaSol 2016
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If workflows exist:
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7

WorkFlow Editor (WFE)

The WFE allows you to create/view/modify workflows by means of dragging and dropping wfmentities. This feature will show you a graphical representation of your workflow.
In order to get to the WFE you can choose among these options:


Click on wfm-process's name (instead of redirect you to the wfm-process's DetailView, it
will redirect you to the WFE: it will redirect your current window-tab.



Click on 'View WF': it will open a popup.



Check at least one wfm-process and click on 'View WFs': it will open at least one popup.
Each wfm-process (actually the workflow, i.e., the set made up of: wfm-process, wfmevents, wfm-activities and wfm-tasks) will be opened in a different popup.

The WFE is a very powerful tool because you can view/modify your whole workflow at the same
time in one single window. This is specially useful when you are creating/modifying a complex
workflow.
There are 5 sections in the WFE:
1. North panel: WFE's control panel.
2. South panel: object editor (modify wfm-entities).
3. East panel: recycle bin (wfm-entities stored here will not be executed).
4. West panel: components (create wfm-entities, drag from west panel to center panel).
5. Center panel: workflow.
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- In the WFE there is a lot of hidden-information about the workflow-definition. If you hover the
cursor over the items(icons and element-names) you will get some info. You have to click over the
condition_icon in order to show the condition_info, and click again over the condition_icon in
order to hide the condition_info.
- A click over the name of a element will redirect south-panel to the definition of the element in
the SugarCRM. This is useful to change values and see the WF at the same time.
- Complete names -> this will show the whole-name of an element (for events and activities, not
tasks).
- Events are ordered first by type and second by name. Activities are ordered by name (not for
next_activities). Tasks are ordered first by task_order and second by name.
- Ctrl+Space => Complete names
7.1

WFE: Symbols and their meaning
conditions
delay
open subprocess
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8

WFM Variables

A wfm-variable is a symbolic name associated with a value and that associated value may be
changed. Wherever you use these wfm-variables, the WFM will automatically change the wfmvariable by its value at wfm-execution-time. Every wfm-variable can be overridden, i.e., you can
change the value of any wfm-variable (with both the wfm-task add_custom_variables and the
wfm-task php_custom). Examples of wfm-variables: ${bean->name}, ${old_bean->sales_stage}, $
{Users->created_by->email1}, etc.
8.1

Types of WFM-Variables

8.1.1

Predefined WFM-Variables

These wfm-variables are created by the WFM. You should not override these wfm-variables.
${bean->[field_name]}
Allows you to access the trigger_module's fields after your modifications (when you change some
fields of the object within the EditView and then you click on Save-button) are stored into the
database, so you will get fresh-data. The set of module_fields that you can access are different
depending on the object's module (trigger_module).
Examples: ${bean->name}, ${bean->account_type}, ${bean->amount}, ${bean->date_closed}, $
{bean->date_start}, ${bean->status}, ${bean->is_admin}.
You can use the WFM Variable Generator to automatically generate these wfm-variables.
Besides, you can access to:
1) ${bean->email1} for example when you want the first email of a User.
2) ${bean->asol_email_list}, for example when you want all emails of a User separated by
commas.
These two wfm-variables can not be used in all modules.
${old_bean->[field_name]}
Allows you to access the trigger_module's fields before your modifications are stored into the
database, so you will get old-data.
Examples: ${old_bean->account_type}, ${old_bean->amount}.
${[related_module]->[related_field_name]->[field_name]}
Allows you to access the related_module-object's fields through the related_field_name.
Example 1: trigger_module=Accounts → ${Users->assigned_user_id->user_name}. This will get the
user_name of the User with id=assigned_user_id.
Example 2: trigger_module=Accounts → ${Users->created_by->user_name}. This will get the
user_name of the User with id=created_by.
Example 3: trigger_module=Tasks → ${Contacts->contact_id->phone_work}. This will get the
phone_work of the Contact with id=contact_id.
© AlineaSol 2016
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8.1.2

Custom Variables (predefined)

${c_var->[custom_variable_name]}
 ${c_var->num_objects}
Number of objects that meet the conditions.
If trigger_type=logic_hooks → num_objects=1
If trigger_type=scheduled → num_object=n
 ${c_var->iter_object}
iter_object {0,1,...,n-1}
 ${c_var->bean_ungreedy_count}
Ex: You need to create a sugar_task when someone creates a
sugar_task => a
workflow to do this will result in an infinite loop,
but if you add a
condition with bean_ungreedy_count=0 then the infinite loop will not happen.
If no loop → bean_ungreedy_count=0
 ${c_var->trigger_event}
Gives you the wfm-event's trigger_event.
${c_var->[custom_variable_array_name]- >[custom_variable_array_key_name]}
 ${c_var->server->[custom_variable_array_key_name]}
Built from $_SERVER php-global-variable.
Examples: ${c_var->server->HTTP_HOST} , ${c_var->server->HTTP_USER_AGENT} , $
{c_var->server->client_ip}(special, created by WFM).
 ${c_var->request->[custom_variable_array_key_name]}
Built from $_REQUEST php-global-variable.
Example: If you are at the sugarcrm login page → ${c_var->request->user_name}
 ${c_var->current_user->[custom_variable_array_key_name]}
Built from $current_user php-global-variable.
You can access to:



${c_var->current_user->id}



${c_var->current_user->is_admin}



${c_var->current_user->roles}



${c_var->current_user->asol_default_domain}

 ${c_var->env->[custom_variable_array_key_name]}
Built from $_ENV php-global-variable.
© AlineaSol 2016
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Examples: ${c_var->env->COMPUTERNAME}, ${c_var->env->OS},
>PROCESSOR_IDENTIFIER}, ${c_var->env->USERNAME}

${c_var->env-

 ${c_var->modified_new_bean->[custom_variable_array_key_name]}
The wfm-variable ${bean} is loaded at the beginning of the workflow-execution and
it is not updated when a modify_object is executed. So, you can access updated data
by means of ${c_var->modified_new_bean}, because this wfm-variable is updated
when a sugar-object is modified by the wfm-task modify_object.
8.1.3

User-defined WFM-Variables

The user can define his own wfm-variables. Imagine you define a wfm-variable with an initial
value, you can override this value afterwards; so you can use a counter, you can concatenate
strings, etc.
In order to define your own wfm-variables, just use the wfm-task add_custom_variables.
All user-defined wfm-variables are custom_variables, you can access them by means of ${c_var}.
But not all custom_variables are user-defined wfm-variables (predefined custom_variables).
8.2 Where to use WFM-Variables.
Email Templates: you can use wfm-variables in your emails, both in the email-body and in the
email-subject.


WFM-Tasks: create_object, modify_object, add_custom_variables.
Examples: ${bean>name}, ${c_var->bean_ungreedy_count},
etc.



${c_var->current_user->id},

WFM-Task: php_custom, you can use wfm-variables in this wfm-task, but remember that
within this wfm-task you have to use php-code.
Example 1: Do not use ${bean->name} → you must use $new_bean['name']
Example 2: Do not use ${c_var->current_user->id} → you must use
$custom_variables['current_user']['id']



WFM-Event and WFM-Activity: you can use custom_variables as conditions. But, here you
must use a different way to write the wfm-variables.
Example: Do not use
bean_ungreedy_count.

${c_var->bean_ungreedy_count}

→

you

must

use

8.3 Modifying Global Variables
Global variables can be kept in memory for a user-definable period of time. This can be done by
just defining the global variables then letting the “Initialize branch” go to sleep for a certain period
of time.
If the administrator wants to change these global variables, currently, he/she would have to
change the corresponding values in the workflow, and then delete the working-node that keeps
the branch asleep. At the next execution, the system will execute the Initialize event again.
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Note that the name that appears in the WFM monitor, Working nodes list, is the name you have
given the task that sent the branch to sleep.
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9

WFM Variable Generator [Enterprise only]

The WFM Variable Generator, as its name implies, is used to help you in generating wfmvariables(Ex: ${bean->name}). This facility will show you what wfm-variables you may use for each
module. In order to use this facility you need to go to the wfm-process module ListView and click
on the WFM Variable Generator button or go to {wfm-event, wfm-activity, wfm-task}'s EditViews.

The WFM Variable Generator looks as follows:

First, you must choose a module in the dropdownlist. The webpage will be reloaded and it will
show something like this:

Let us explain a bit about the figure above. Once you have selected a module, its fields and
© AlineaSol 2016
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related_fields will be shown.
If you want to generate a related_field variable, you just need to select your desired related_field
and click on 'Add Related Fields'.
On the other hand, if you wish to generate a field: 1) select your field, 2) choose either 'New Bean'
or 'Old Bean', 3) click on 'Add Fields'.
You have noticed that within the Fields dropdownlist some fields are in blue color, these are the
fields that point to related_fields. In order to show their respective related_fields, just click on the
'Show Related' button, you can also double-click on the field in blue.
So, you have just generated a wfm-variable; click on 'Copy' and it will be copied to your clipboard.
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10 WFM Login Audit [Enterprise only]

This wfm-module is intended to log the following trigger_events:


after_login (Login)



before_logout (Logout)



login_failed (Login Failed)

This wfm-module does not log these trigger_events by its own, it is only a way to store the
information. In order to actually log theses trigger_events into the wfm-module login_audit, you
need to use a workflow for that purpose.
Below an example of the wfm-login_audit:

As you can see, you have access to the user that has performed both a successful login and or
logout. Otherwise, you obviously can not access the data of the user that has performed a
login_failed.
A trigger_event=login_failed can be triggered by two cases:
a) Wrong username
b) Wrong password
Other information you have access is: username_tried, is_admin, ip_address, action, action_time
and user_roles.

11 WFM & module Forms
If you have installed AlineaSol's Forms module in your SugarCRM instance then you can use the
WFM in order to generate responses for the Forms module.
For example: you have a form that has an editable field, in this case a contact's name, when you
submit this form you need to check if this contact's name has already been stored in database (the
contact exists). So, if the contact does not exist the WFM creates the contact and shows to the user
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a success message in his/her browser, but if the contact does exist then the WFM shows to the
user a validation error messsage in the same form.
In order to create a workflow that manages the response for a form, you need to create a wfmprocess with “Data source” equals to “Form” and then select this form in the “Form panel”.

If you want the WFM to generate a response for Forms then you need to choose “Async”
unchecked.
In a workflow with “Data source” equals to “Form” you can add events specifically designed to
manage form's responses, these are “On Submit”, “On Init”, “Before Submit”, “After Submit”. The
more important is “On Submit”. If you need the WFM to check some validations for some fields
and then return a response for Forms module then you should add a wfm-event to the workflow
with these properties {“Trigger Type“ = “Logic Hook”, “Trigger Event” = “On Submit”}. In order to
perfom validations you should add conditions to wfm-activities. Finally, there are two wfm-tasks
designed for module Forms, these are {“Forms Response”, “Forms Error Messsage”}, with these
wfm-tasks you can generate the response for module Forms.
If you have designed a form with a lot of fields and you need to perform validations for every field
then you need to design a workflow in a scalable way. I suggest you to use subprocesses. Each
subprocess will be a validation for a field. For each validation you should use a wfm-task “Forms
Error Message”. After you call all subprocesses you should add a wfm-activity with a condition over
the custom-variable “sys_forms_success”, within this wfm-activity you need to add a wfm-task
“Forms Response”.
Workflow example:
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This workflow has been made for the form:

12 Validate Configured Features
If you are using the WFM for your very first time and you experience that something is not working
as expected. Maybe the WFM was not properly configured, perhaps some dependency is lacking,
etc.
In order to get the WFM to work, you need to go to the “Validate Configured Features” facility. So
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go to the sugarcrm administrator page, then go to the WFM section.

Finally click on “Validate Configured Features” link.

And the browser shall show you the WFM Validator:

As you can see, there are several sections that will be explained next.
12.1 Module Dependencies
The WFM can work by its own. But some other modules can modify its way of working.
12.1.1 _fix_sugarcrm_module_selfReferencing_bug

There
is
a
module
that
is
required
in
order
to
use
the
WFM:
_fix_sugarcrm_module_selfReferencing_bug → this module solves a bug in SugarCRM related to
self-relationships (WFM uses wfm-activity self-relationships), this module will fix it.
12.1.2 AlineaSol Domains

AlineaSol Domains is a pseudo-virtualization environement for Sugar. It is currently ony used in
large deployments of AlineaSol customers.
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WFM modifies its way of working when AlineaSol Domains is installed.
12.2 Files Access
WFM uses both css and javascript files. If one of these files were missing then the WFM might not
work as it should be.
12.3 Community Features
These features are controlled by sugar_configs. If you wish to use them then you must go to the
config_override.php file.
By modifying these sugar_configs you can use some WFM features, as well as you can change the
WFM way of working.
12.4 Enterprise Features
Features enterprise-only.
12.5 WFM schedulers
The WFM needs two schedulers in order to execute the workflows.
12.5.1 wfm_scheduled_task

Needed for workflows with wfm-events of trigger_type=scheduled. If this scheduler is not setup
then you can not use scheduled-tasks.
12.5.2 wfm_engine_crontab

This scheduler will execute the WFM. It will look into the WFM-working-memory and it will
execute the working-nodes. For example: if you have defined a workflow with delays then you
need the wfm-engine-crontab scheduler in order to execute delayed wfm-working_nodes.
Note: the WFM-working-memory will be executed also if a logic_hook is called.
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13 WFM database-cleanup
Go to sugarcrm administrator page and click on “AlineaSol WFM database-cleanup”.

Note 1: Consider this case, you have defined a workflow that sends an email. If the email_server
does not replay to the WFM request for sending an email, the wfm-working_node that controlled
the workflow-execution-time will end up in a status=executing, and this issue is not processed by
the WFM, so this wfm-working_node will remain in status=executing forever. With other words, if
some resource the WFM uses does not work properly, the workflow-execution might not end up
well. Note that this will not affect other activities. So, in order to clean this garbage, you can use
this facility.
Note 2: If you choose 'Clean wfm working-tables' this facility will remove all the WFM-workingmemory, both crashed-workflow-executions and correct-workflow-executions. If you want to
remove only the crashed-workflow-executions you need to go to the WFM monitor. If you have
access to your DB, you may also remove them with your own DB-manager(phpMyAdmin, etc), but
be careful.
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14 WFM monitor
Go to sugarcrm administrator page and click on “AlineaSol WFM monitor”.

Or you may also:

This facility will allow you to monitor the WFM-execution-time, as well as removing those
workflow-execution records that you like.
Be extra careful when using the WFM-monitor. Only remove a record if you know what you are
doing.
The WFM-monitor is a set of three wfm-modules. The wfm-monitor-db-tables were briefly
explained in the section Basic concepts. Now we will explain further the WFM-monitor-modules.
14.1 Process Instances
Below you can see an example of process_instances:

WFM-Process_Instances fields:


Name



Process
The wfm-process is the top-wfm-entity in the definition of a workflow. When a wfmprocess is instantiated, a process-instance is created. The workflow-execution will be
controlled by a process-instance, one or more working-nodes and one or more on_holdnodes.



Parent Process Instance Id
A wfm-task of task_type=call_process can call a subprocess(wfm-process with
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event of trigger_type=subprocess). When a workflow with a
call_process
(parent_process) is in execution-time, the parent_process_instance_id of the new
process_instance that belongs to the subprocess will be the id of the process_instance that
belongs to the parent_process.


Bean ungreedy_count
This counter is increased one by one when a workflow-execution results in
workflow-execution. It is used by the WFM to avoid infinite-loops.

another

Ex1: wfm-task call_process
Ex2: trigger_event=on_modify, task_type=modify_object
Ex3:
trigger_event=on_create,
objectModule=trigger_module

task_type=create_object

with

14.2 Working Nodes
Below you can see an example of working_nodes:

WFM-Working_Nodes fields:


Name



Process Instance Id
This is the id of the process_instance that owns the working_node.



Priority
// wfm_working_node_priority
['logic_hook']['start'] = 0;
['subprocess'] = -1;
['logic_hook']['intermediate'] = -2;
['logic_hook']['cancel'] = -3;
['scheduled'] = -4;



Event
The wfm-event that triggered the execution of the wfm-process (creation of a
process_instance).
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Current Activity
Current wfm-activity in execution.



Trigger Module
Executing Object's module.



Executing Object
We need to differentiate two cases:
a) trigger_type=logic_hook
The executing_object will be the object that triggered the execution of the
workflow.
Ex:
The user modifies an Account and there is a workflow with trigger_type=logic_hook
and trigger_event=on_modify.
b) trigger_type=scheduled
Several objects will be “executed” (actually the object is not executed, the object is used in
the workflow-execution). Some objects applied the conditions
specified in the wfmevent of trigger_type=scheduled, and one by one will be executed.



Iter Object
If n objects applied the wfm-event conditions then iter_object {0,1,...,n-1}



Current Task
Current wfm-task in execution.



Delay Wake-up TimeWhen a wfm-activity or a wfm-task has a delay, the WFM stops the
workflow-execution and once the delay time is elapsed the WFM will resume the
workflow-execution. So, the delay_wakeup_time will show you when the WFM will
resume the workflow-execution.



Status
Status
not_started

Description
When a working-node is created, WFM sets
status=not_started.
executing
WFM is working with this working-node. You should not see
this status in the WFM-monitor. If you see a working-node
with this status, it is very likely that the WFM faced a
problem with its execution. This problem could be that the
email server is not responding to the WFM requests, but it
could be other causes too. If a working-node is in
status=executing for long then you feel free to remove this
working-node.
delayed_by_activity If a wfm-activity has a delay then the WFM will set
status=delayed_by_activity.
delayed_by_task
If a wfm-task has a delay then the WFM will set
status=delayed_by_task.
in_progress
The WFM will set this status in order to resume the
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workflow-execution.
Ex1: If the wfm-task executed is the last one and there is
only one next_activity.
Ex2: When a working-node is in status=held and then the
user clicks on close-button in a sugarcrm-task.
terminated
held

This working-node has finished its execution.
When a wfm-task needs to be held (only if the wfm-task is a
create object of a sugar-task/sugar-call and the next wfmtask´s delay_type=on_finish_previous_task).

14.3 On Hold
Below you can see an example of on_hold nodes:

OnHold fields:


Name



Trigger Module
OnHold Object's module.



OnHold Object
You need to click on its close-button in order to let the working_node continue
workflow-execution. The next php-condition is checked:

its

((($object_module == "Calls")&&($bean->status == "Held")) || (($object_module == "Tasks")&&($bean>status == "Completed")))



Process Instance Id
This is the id of the process_instance that owns the onHold-node.



Working Node Id
This is the id of the working_node that owns the onHold-node.
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15 WFM rebuild-logic_hooks
Go to sugarcrm administrator page and click on “AlineaSol WFM rebuild-logic_hooks”.
The browser will show you the rebuild-logic_hooks facility.

This facility will allow you to choose what logic_hooks you want the WFM to supervise.
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16 Validate WFs
If some workflow does not work then this feature can help you to find out what is wrong.
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17 WFM execution-time
In this section, we are going to further explain about wfm-execution-time. Remember that wfmexecution-time have already been explained in sections Basic concepts and WFM monitor.
In order to use the WFM, first you have to define your WorkFlows, this is the WFM-definition-time.
Then the WFM will execute these WorkFlows, this is de WFM-execution-time.
The wfm-engine has 4 executionTypes:


logic_hook
When the user perfoms some action within sugarcrm.



on_hold
When the user closes a sugar-call/sugar-task.



crontab
The wfm-engine-crontab scheduler calls the WFM.



scheduled
The wfm-scheduled-task scheduler calls the WFM.

17.1 WFM-Event duplicity
Consider the following scenario: several wfm-events point to the same wfm-activity.

You might need that same wfm-activity is targeted by several wfm-events, so several different
actions performed by the user result in the same operation executed by the WFM. Imagine that
two wfm-events meet the conditions at the same time, you might think that this would cause the
wfm-activity to be executed twice.. However, this is taken into account: the WFM will only execute
a wfm-activity once when several wfm-events(that point this wfm-activity) apply the conditions at
the same time.
17.2 Workflow-execution triggers another Workflow-execution.
You need to be careful when defining workflows, because one workflow-execution may trigger the
execution of another workflow. Sometimes it will come in handy and sometimes you will have to
avoid unwanted side effects.
17.2.1 Loops.

Consider this scenario: two workflows, workflow A and workflow B. Workflow A triggers the
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execution of workflow B and viceversa. So the execution of workflow A will result in an infiniteloop. In order to avoid this situation, you will need to add conditions. You can add your own
conditions, but one condition always works is the following: add to the wfm-activity a condition
over the custom_variable bean_ungreedy_count. The custom_variable bean_ungreedy_count is
equals to 0 when the workflow is not triggered by another workflow-execution, and this customvariable is increased one by one each time a workflow triggers another workflow.
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18 Tips
18.1 When to use sub-processes.
As a general rule, you should use sub-processes only if there is no other way to achieve what you
are looking for. Of course you can use sub-processes whenever you like, but when using subprocesses in a workflow it is more complex to understand what the workflow actually does.
Within a workflow you can define a wfm-task call_process that calls a subprocess (wfm-event
trigger_type=subprocess/subprocess_local), this wfm-task call_process can point to either a
subprocess in the same workflow or subprocess in a different workflow (this other workflow can
be defined with the same trigger_module or a different trigger_module than the first workflow).
For example: if you need to modify a wfm-global-variable (can be modified by several workflowinstances an the same time) then it is mandatory to use a wfm-event trigger_type=subprocess and
subprocess_type=sequential in order to assure that the wfm-global-variable is not modified several
times at the same time. Imagine this wfm-global-variable is a counter, and you need to count how
many opportunities are modified (e.g. sales_stage to close_won), if two opportunities are modified
at the same time then the counter could be increased by one (instead of by two, the expected
result), if you use subprocess_type=sequential then there is no problem.
[Enterprise only] We give you a set of workflow-examples. In the workflow “Lead assignment” you
can see a working example of when it is mandatory to use sub-processes.
Another situation where you must use sub-processes is when you need two use two workflows,
each workflow using a different trigger_module, and these workflows work as one.
[Enterprise only] We give you a set of workflow-examples. The workflows “Modify Lead when
converted and call subprocess in order to modify converted Account” and “Subprocess: Copy the
values of other fields in the Lead to corresponding fields in the newly created Account” work as
one. The first workflow is defined with a trigger_module=Leads, this workflow uses a wfm-task
get_objects (in this case object_module=Accounts), these Accounts are delivered to the second
workflow (trigger_module=Accounts).
If your workflow is based on a wfm-event trigger_type=scheduled then several objects (Accounts,
Opportunities, etc; depending on the workflow's trigger_module) will be used, one by one,
iterating the wfm-activities. Remember that all objects will be iterated inside the current_activity
before starting to execute the next-activity. So, imagine that you define a wfm-custom-variable
depending on the iterated object, and you need to send an email depending on this wfm-customvariable's value. You can not check this condition in a next-activity, because the value of the wfmcustom-variable will depend ofn the last iterated object (not in every iterated object). The solution
to this problem is to add a wfm-task call_process after you define the wfm-custom-variable and
check the condition in a wfm-activity within the subprocess.
[Enterprise only] We give you a set of workflow-examples. The workflow “Cases notifications {NEW,
MOD, CLOSED} with change-log every hour” is a working example about using conditions over a
wfm-custom-variable in a subprocess.
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